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Infinite horizon LQR for linear systems

● Linear system - from xo to zero

● J(xo, u) = ||x||Q
2

 + ||u||R
2

 

● Optimal law found solving ARE

 



Euler’s principal vector theorem and optimality

For arbitrary rotations between 
frames b and n

A unique single rotation versor e
always exists

For isoinertial, inertial locked spacecrafts
- Optimal path
- Minimizes J(xo, u) = ||x||Q

2
 + ||u||R

2

   



Other techniques for attitude control
PIDs 

1. Stability results are weak for NLS
2. No optimality results
3. Requires predefined tracks
4. Low computing burden

Lyapunov derived laws
1. Very strong stability results
2. Arbitrary path, better w/predefined tracks
3. Unbounded torques, inefficient and hard to tune

Extended LQR & SDRE
Which? Non-linearities

1. Stability
2. Optimality
3. Implementation
4. Processing



SDRE in literature
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SDRE applied to attitude control - SDCs

MRP kinematics

Euler dynamics



SDRE applied to attitude control - Cost and ARE
2. Approximately* minimizes a quadratic cost function

3. Solve the Algebraic Riccati Equation for each step
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1. Automatic optimal path 
2. No predefined trajectories
3. Robust to perturbations/
unmodeled effects 

Orbit performance - Automatic optimal path



4. Torques < 4.5 mNm
5. No wheel saturation
6. Monotonic convergence, 
steady rotation

Orbit performance - Actuator management
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Implementation - Tuning
1. Paths are fixed and optimal                                                                               
2. Eigs of Q(angle,ω), inv(R) shapes acceleration/speeds

||ω||

|| angle to target ||

Low eQ(angle)einv(R)||
Mid eQ(ω)einv(R)

Set cruising speed 

High eQeinv(R)

Lock target 

Mid eQ(angle)einv(R)
Mid eQ(ω)einv(R)

Bound acc. torques 

Low eQ(angle)einv(R)||
Mid eQ(ω)einv(R)

Bound decc. torques



Implementation - Existence & Stability for the P-L
Existence & uniqueness* of the solution and Local, asymptotic stability in 
the Lyapunov sense guaranteed under

● Observability of {A(x), Q(x)1/2}
● Controllability {A(x), B(x)} 
● Positivity R(x)>0 

* Bunse-Gerstner, A., “Computational solution of the algebraic Riccati equation”

● Bunse-Gerstner, A., “Computational solution of the algebraic Riccati equation”
● Cloutier, J. R., D’Souza, C. N., and Mracek, C. P., “Nonlinear regulation and nonlinear Hinf control via the state-dependent Riccati equation technique: Part 1, theory”



Implementation - Solving ARE - Newton-Raphson

ARE

Closed loop system

Closed loop BIBO stable for Po(x)>0 =>

● N-R solves Pi(x)         P(x) monotonically and quadratically
● Numerically stabilizing
● Any intermediate Pj(x) yields a BIBO stable closed loop and is >0
● State nor P(x) change much => continue iterating on next control step 



App failed
PNR(x)=Po(x

)

State
x = [σ, ω]t

Implementation - Algorithm

SDRE

1. Find A(x), B(x),      
Q(x), R(x), Po(x)

2. Newton-Raphson
Max N iterations per 
control step

ARE was solved
PNR(x)=P(x)

Suboptimal
PNR(x)=PN(x) BIBO stability

CV to optimal path

Delay
Initial value 

Po(x)

u = 
-R-1(x)Bt(x)PNR(x)x

BIBO stability*

Asymptotic stability
Optimal path

PNR(x)

Burden
. 10 to 20 it. from scratch
. 2-3 it. if previous converged
. Single 36x36 inversion per it.



Implementation - Po(x) stabilizes the closed loop
Lyapunov globally stabilizing solution

Po(x) is found - Linear snapshot is globally stabilizing => BIBO stable

*Schaub, H., and Junkins, J., “Analytical Mechanics of Aerospace systems, Vol. 1,”

Lyapunov

SDRE
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Conclusions
The implemented strategy

1. Is easy to implement and tune
2. Automatically and optimally finds the path
3. Is robust to unmodeled effects and perturbations
4. Has theorems supporting stability and convergence

5. Supported by low computation power platforms
a. Example 2-4Hz w/4-5 36x36 inversion per step 



Conclusions
The implemented strategy

1. Is easy to implement and tune
2. Automatically and optimally finds the path
3. Is robust to unmodeled effects and perturbations
4. Has theorems supporting stability and convergence
5. Supported by low computation power platforms

6. Was successfully tested in orbit in five satellites during four years
a. Never a maneuver failed to converge



Future releases
1. Global asymptotic stability
a. Theorems available
b. MTQs speed zone

2. Global optimality Theorems on pseudo-linearization

3. Actuator saturation
a. Null space for RWs>3
b. Change control weight

4. Tracking via servomechanism extending the state vector



Questions/comments
mariano@satellogic.com

Thank you!


